Abstract-This paper studies closed loop (CL) transmit diversity in combination with high speed downlink packet access (HSDPA). A potential problem with this combination is the reduced interference predictability which affects scheduling and link adaptation. To study this, the orthogonality factor (OF), which is used to model the intra-cell interference for single antenna transmission and reception, is augmented to an orthogonality matrix (OM), which is used for dynamic system level evaluations. The results indicate that the reduced predictability may decrease system performance in terms of cell throughput by approximately one third for a system employing multiuser diversity in a dispersive environment. However, by scheduling multiple users in a certain proposed way, interference fluctuations may be reduced, and results show that performance may be improved. A simple spatial channel model is used so that the impact of fading correlation is considered as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Release 5 of the WCDMA specification High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) was introduced. It is an improvement to allow for higher peak data rates (exceeding 10 Mbit/s under good conditions), shorter delays and increased throughput. New features of HSDPA are higher-order modulation, such as 16QAM, adaptive coding and modulation (fast link adaptation) to maximize the instantaneous utilization of the radio channel, fast Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) with soft combining to decreases the number of retransmissions and fast channel dependent scheduling to increase system throughput by multiuser diversity.
To evaluate the system performance of a cellular system, such as WCDMA, it is important to model various sources of interference in a realistic way. Intra-cell interference due to lost orthogonality in multipath channels is often modeled with an orthogonality factor (OF) [1] , [2] . A problem with the OF is that it is derived for a single transmit and a single receive antenna. System configurations subject to research today often include multiple antennas, and therefore the direct use of the OF in simulations may in the general case not be adequate. For example, Release 99 of the WCDMA specification includes CL transmit diversity (modes 1 and 2) using two antennas at the base station to potentially increase the downlink capacity. This paper augments the concept of the OF to an orthogonality matrix (OM), which may be used for studies of certain multiple antenna systems such as CL transmit diversity.
The main data channel (i.e. the High Speed-Downlink Shared CHannel, HS-DSCH) in HSDPA is typically shared among the users in a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) fashion with short (2 ms) transmission time intervals (TTI). It may then be harder to predict the interference when CL transmit diversity is employed. This is due to the fact that the antenna weights might change as different users are being scheduled and that some time will elapse from the time when the interference is estimated until action is taken based on the estimate. The possible problem with decreased interference predictability is studied in this paper and simulations are presented where the OM is used to model the interference for all users explicitly. In contrast to [3] , [4] this study also includes explicit modeling of the inter-and intra-cell interference. Furthermore, the impact of the fading correlation is studied.
In section II, the link level model is described and an expression for the SINR after despreading is derived. Section III describes the proposed way to increase the interference predictability by simultaneous scheduling of two users. In section IV, the system model and simulation setup are described and the results are given in section V. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in section VI.
II. LINK LEVEL MODEL
To model the link performance, an expression for the signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) after despreading and RAKE combining is derived. The SINR is used both to model a channel quality indicator (CQI) for scheduling and link adaptation as well as to generate block errors. For simplicity, the channel is modeled as a chip spaced tapped delay line, and channel variations during a slot are neglected, which is reasonable at the low speeds considered. To ease the notation, only a single scrambling code per base station is considered, and the synchronization channel is neglected.
A system with B base stations is considered. Each base station has two antennas and each user terminal one antenna. The transmitted signals from antenna p ∈ 1, 2 of base station b, denoted s p,b (n), is then modeled as
during the time slot whereñ = (n mod SF i,b ) and 
The diagonal elements of P b are the transmit power of the individual antennas, and the sum is the total transmit power.
A specific terminal is considered and without loss of generality it is assumed that the signal of interest is transmitted from base station zero on code zero. Further, let h p,l,b be the complex gain of the path with delay l chips of the channel from antenna p at base station b and define the vector
T . The received signal is modeled as
where L is the number of taps in the channel and e(n) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power E{|e(n)| 2 } = σ 2 . Note in (2) that the terms in the sum for which b > 0 models inter-cell interference.
The RAKE receiver is assumed to have K fingers and the delay of finger f ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K −1} is f chips. The despread m th symbol in finger f is formed as
wherem = mSF 0,0 + k, and the combined signal estimate is then formed asd
where v f is the combining weight of finger f . Although the combining weights can be chosen in several ways, a standard RAKE receiver matched to the channel only is considered. With ideal channel estimation, this means that
By combining (1)- (5), separating the received signal in a signal part and an interference part, and evaluating the expectation with respect to the scrambling codes and interfering data symbols, it can be shown that the SINR after despreading is
where the signal of interest is transmitted on code 0 in base station 0, and γ = Tr{R 
being a correlation matrix between the physical channels from base stations 0 and b for a lag n,
It can be noted that this expression takes both the multipath interference caused by a time dispersive channel (i.e. the intracell interference) as well as the inter-cell interference into account explicitly. The SINR expression above can be viewed as a generalization of the OF for the single antenna case [2] to an OM for certain multiple antenna transmission schemes. To elaborate upon this, it is assumed that inter-cell interference is not modeled explicitly, i.e. B = 1. Then (6) becomes
Here, F ⊥ = F 0 −F orth is a matrix valued orthogonality factor and inter-cell interference is included in the noise term σ 2 . To model block errors, the SINRs of the three slots in a TTI are averaged and mapped to an error probability using a look-up table determined through link level simulations [5] . A random experiment is then performed to determine whether the received data blocks are erroneously received. If an error occurs, the data is moved to the retransmission queue and rescheduled in subsequent TTIs.
III. SCHEDULING
In this paper, the interaction between transmit diversity and fast scheduling, which gives rise to multiuser diversity under some conditions, is studied. A Round Robin (RR) scheduler and a Proportional Fair (PF) [6] scheduler are considered. Transmit diversity works on the link level and enhances a specific radio link between a base station and a terminal, whereas multiuser diversity is observed on the system level when the best radio link is chosen among all possible radio links. The gains of transmit diversity and multiuser diversity are not additive -it may even be destructive to combine the two -and multiuser diversity is usually the best choice [7] .
Is it possible to improve performance by employing transmit diversity in a system that already employs multiuser diversity? As seen from e.g. [7] , [8] , an open loop mode does not seem to be a good candidate, and CL modes may decrease the interference predictability: Due to the change of the transmit weights, the interference experienced by different users changes correspondingly. When a user awaiting data measures the channel quality, the transmit weights at the base stations, both in the own and other sectors, are set to a certain value. But when the user is scheduled somewhat later, the transmit weights are probably different. Therefore, the interference pattern, which is made up both of intercell and intra-cell interference, is different compared to when the channel quality was estimated. A consequence is that a non-optimal transport format is chosen -if the channel is underestimated, it could have been able to support a higher data rate, but if it has been overestimated, the transmitted data might be received incorrectly. This leads to retransmissions that affect the performance for all users. The delay between the channel quality estimation and the scheduling is inevitable if multiuser diversity is to be kept since scheduling, based on recent channel quality estimations, has to be done often due to the fading nature of a radio channel.
It would be beneficial to try to make the channel quality estimates better by increasing the interference predictability by keeping the total interference as constant as possible, over space and over time. A possible solution is to let the transmit covariance matrix P b to be equal to a scalar times the identity matrix, i.e.
where P tot b
is the total power transmitted from base station b. This condition can be satisfied by choosing a combination of two transmit weights at each antenna, implying that power is transmitted to two users at the same time. It is easily shown that all transmit weight vectors, both in CL mode 1 and 2, can be paired with exactly one other transmit weight vector to satisfy the condition. The transmit weight vectors in CL mode 1 are w k = A similar result can be obtained for CL mode 2 as well. Thus, to increase the interference predictability, two users should be scheduled at the same time at all base stations, where the transmit weights should satisfy (11) and the available power is split evenly between the two scheduled users.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL The proposed way of increasing the interference predictability has been tested through dynamic simulations where a cellular system with seven three-sectored sites and a large number of low mobility terminals have been simulated. The pathloss is calculated according to the Okumura Hata formula and the shadow fading is modeled as log-normal. Only the performance of the HS-DSCH is modeled explicitly. Overhead from orthogonal and non-power controlled channels, such as pilots and other common control channels, transmitted with constant power, is included. Associated Dedicated CHannels (ADCH) and other traffic are modeled in a simplified way as non-power controlled overhead. The transmit weights for ADCHs in soft handover are neglected. The total available power per base station is set to 20 W. Out of this, the overhead uses 6.2 W evenly distributed over the two antennas. The remaining power, 13.8 W, is allocated to the HS-DSCH. 12 codes are allocated to the HS-DSCH and modulation and coding schemes with 16QAM and QPSK and with various code rates are considered. In order to model the inter-and intra-cell interference adequately, the channels between all terminals and all base stations are modeled explicitly. The measurements and signaling for scheduling, link adaptation and transmit weights are assumed to be delayed but error-free. A HARQ scheme with six parallel HARQ processes for each user and perfect Chase combining is considered. A schematic description of the simulator is found in Fig. 1 .
In order to study the effects of different fading correlations, a simple fading correlation model, assuming a small, Gaussian distributed, angular spread (AS), is used. The users are uniformly distributed in space and all users request an infinite amount of data at the beginning of each data session. The sessions are assumed to be infinite and the users are born at the beginning of the session and no users die during the simulation. To get a fair distribution of the intercell interference, only users who start out in the three sectors of the center site are logged.
For the simultaneous scheduling of two users, the standard RR and PF schedulers have to be modified as described below:
RR; two simultaneously scheduled users: First, one user is found using the usual RR scheduler, and its queue time (the scheduling parameter in RR) is set to zero. After that, the user within a subset (of all users) with the longest remaining queue time is also scheduled in each sector. The subset of users who are possible to schedule are found so that (11) is satisfied.
PF; two simultaneously scheduled users: First, one user is found using the usual PF scheduler. After that, the user within a subset (of all users) with the highest priority index (the scheduling parameter in PF) is also scheduled in each sector. The subset of users who are possible to schedule are found so that (11) is satisfied.
In addition to the scheduling algorithms above, there is a high priority queue for handling retransmissions. As long as there are any retransmissions pending in a sector, no other users will be scheduled. During retransmissions, the queue time is not set to zero.
Since it is possible to schedule users within a certain subset only, it is sometimes impossible to find a second user to schedule, even though there are users awaiting data. The algorithms for scheduling two users described above are suboptimal and the optimization is left for future studies.
For further details on the system model, see [9] . 
V. RESULTS

A. Interference Predictability
The performed simulations suggest that the decreased interference predictability can be mitigated by scheduling two users at the same time so that (11) is satisfied, i.e. by choosing a combination of transmit weights so that the interference pattern is less fluctuating.
In the simulated scenarios, it was found that it is always better to schedule two users than to schedule only one. With a RR scheduler in a Typical Urban (TU) [10] channel, the total throughput increases by more than 50% for the most favorable case compared to a single antenna, whereas the performance decreases by up to 4% if only one user is scheduled and CL mode 1 is employed (cf. Fig. 2) . If a PF scheduler is used, the performance increases by about one third compared to the single antenna case, whereas the performance decreases by the same amount if only one user is scheduled and CL mode 1 is employed (cf. Fig. 3) . With a RR scheduler in a Modified Pedestrian A (PedA) [11] channel, the performance increases by more than 40% for the most favorable case when two users are scheduled compared to the single antenna case, whereas the performance only increases by about 30% for the most favorable case when only one user is scheduled and CL mode 1 is employed (cf. Fig. 4 ). It should be kept in mind that short simulations were done, and therefore the absolute numbers in this section should only be seen as coarse estimates.
It can also be noted that it is often better to use one antenna than to use CL mode 1 with only one scheduled user (cf. Fig. 2 and 3 ). This can be explained by the decreased interference predictability -the advantage of using this transmit diversity scheme is less than the disadvantage of the decreased interference predictability. The only exception is when the channel is not so time dispersive, as is the case for the PedA channel profile (cf. Fig. 4) . One explanation is that the major part of the interference is orthogonal and hence canceled out in the despreading process so that the decreased interference predictability only has a marginal impact. Another explanation is that there is only little path diversity inherent in the PedA channel, and therefore the system benefits from the antenna diversity gain.
There is however one drawback with scheduling two users at the the same time; the interference predictability is improved at the cost of some multiuser diversity. The penalty of scheduling two users originates from the fact that only half the number of channelization codes are allocated per user and hence the Transport Format and Resource Combination (TFRC) [12] granularity is changed. Also, since multiuser diversity is employed (in the case of a PF scheduler), the scheduler tries to find users with good channel conditions. Since two users have to be scheduled, the second user typically does not have as good channel conditions as the first one.
B. Fading Correlation
From a traditional diversity point of view, correlated fading is less useful than uncorrelated fading. On the other hand, the antenna gain benefits from increased correlation. In [8] it is argued that correlated fading is beneficial to a system employing multiuser diversity. This is observed here as well. However, a RR scheduler does not exploit the advantage of multiuser diversity and thus transmit diversity (and not multiuser diversity) is the potential performance enhancer. Transmit diversity involves both antenna diversity and antenna gain, and these properties are affected differently by the correlation between the antennas. In a channel that is significantly time dispersive, path diversity is already present and therefore additional diversity is expected to have only a small impact on the performance. Hence a strong correlation between the antennas is assumed to be beneficial, since it increases the effect of the antenna gain. On the other hand, in a channel which is only slightly time dispersive, both the antenna gain and the antenna diversity enhance the performance; the antenna gain is more significant at weak correlations and the antenna diversity at strong correlations.
As expected, strong correlation is advantageous when multiuser diversity is employed, i.e. for the PF scheduler (cf. Fig.  3 ). It can be noted, that the correlation decreases as the AS increases. However, this is not seen for the PedA channel, which counters what was expected. This can be explained by the fact that the throughput reaches saturation due to shortage of TFRCs, which occurs already when a single antenna is used, so there is not much of a potential gain. This means that the SINR is high and could support a higher data rate than the TFRCs can support. The shortage of TFRCs is verified by looking at the distribution of the chosen TFRCs (not presented here).
There is, however, still an advantage of using transmit diversity with two users scheduled compared to a single antenna in this case: Even though the total throughput is fairly constant and does not increase much, users with the poorest channel conditions benefit at a small cost of the users with better channel conditions.
Even though the advantage of scheduling two users in CL mode 1 is not seen in this case, the drawback of the decreased interference predictability is seen when only one user is scheduled.
When multiuser diversity is not employed, it depends on the channel profile whether a strong correlation is advantageous or not. For TU, correlation is preferable. This can be explained by the fact that the channel is highly time dispersive and thus already employs path diversity. Hence decreased antenna diversity gain only has a marginal effect whereas the antenna gain increases as the correlation increases (cf. Fig. 2 ). However, the path diversity reduces the orthogonality.
For the PedA channel we see that CL mode 1 outperforms the single antenna case at strong correlations, but as the correlation decreases, the performance gets even better. A possible explanation is that the channel exhibits only little path diversity. As the angular spread increases, the antenna diversity gain increases and this is more significant than the loss in antenna gain (cf . Fig. 4) .
The CDFs over the users' bit rates suggest that the results discussed above are true for all users and that the performance increase is fair; not only a few users get a huge increase in their data rate. The CDFs can be seen as a fairness metric.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the interaction between CL transmit diversity and fast channel dependent scheduling on the HS-DSCH is studied. The fast channel dependent scheduling is used to achieve a multiuser diversity gain, whereas transmit diversity achieves antenna and link diversity gains. The effect of the fading correlation between the two transmit antennas has also been investigated.
In order to make a realistic system evaluation, the OM was derived. This is used to derive an expression for the received SINR where all the interference is modeled explicitly so that the interference predictability can be studied. It was found that the interference predictability problem was most severe at high fading correlations using the PF scheduler. A scheme involving simultaneuous transmissions to two users is proposed as a possible solution to the interference predictability problem.
It should be noted that some assumptions and models used here are somewhat unrealistic. The users are, e.g., uniformly distributed and moving at a low average speed. Also, we have used a continuous traffic model with full scheduling buffers. In practice, the bursty traffic will affect the throughput of the system. It is likely that real bursty traffic will have a negative effect on the interference stability. Furthermore, all measurements and feedbacks are modeled without errors. Taking the measurement and feedback errors into account, one can expect that the gain of CL transmit diversity is decreased even further.
